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1. Introduction
Cardno submits the following work plan to the Tampa Housing Authority (THA), and to the Zion
Archaeological Advisory Committee (“Advisory Committee”), established by THA in July 2019. It has come
to the attention of the Housing Authority, through a suite of local newspaper reports (Tampa Bay Times
2019 [Zion Portal]), that a relatively small portion of Robles Park Village may have been built on an
unmarked cemetery from the early twentieth century. Robles Park Village is a public housing complex
operated by THA, situated between N. Florida Ave. and N. Central Ave., extending south from E. Virginia
Ave. (Figure 1). Zion Cemetery was a circa 1900-1920 African American cemetery on Florida Ave.
Although the cemetery’s markers were removed and its location was wiped from maps in the 1920s, it’s
2.5-acre estimated extents have been reconstructed from historic maps and legal descriptions. While
Robles Park Village takes up approximately 31 acres in total area, only about 1.2 acres of the development
overlaps the former location of Zion Cemetery in the northwest corner of the development (Figure 1).
The Advisory Committee was set up by THA as a body of community members, resident representatives,
local leaders, and THA leadership, who are key stake-holders in the management of Zion Cemetery. Other
nearby landowners have been invited to join the committee, but have not yet joined the group for a
meeting. Since its formation, Cardno and their partners with the Florida Archaeological Network West
Central Office (FPAN) have served the committee as archaeological consultants. The committee has met
on three occasions, beginning with an introduction to the history of Zion Cemetery and cemetery
archaeology in general. In a second meeting, the committee recommended that THA approve a ground
penetrating radar (GPR) survey of Robles Park Village. Following the completion of GPR survey, a third
meeting occurred, during which Cardno presented preliminary findings of GPR survey (presented below
in this work plan) to the committee, and agreed to complete this work plan, and offer recommendations
for archaeological testing and general management recommendations at the next committee meeting at
the end of September.
Zion was the first recognized African American cemetery in Tampa. For more than 80 years, however,
Zion Cemetery had been all but erased from public view. Stories, passed down through families, and
fading memory are all that remained of Zion in living memory. The work of investigative journalists with
the Tampa Bay Times, along with independent researchers and other informants, to uncover evidence of
the historic African American cemetery has re-placed Zion on the modern landscape. Even so, there are
no physical or visual remains of Zion Cemetery on the land surface today.
The original western boundary of Zion Cemetery in 1901 is fixed by Florida Ave. between E. Virginia Ave.
to the north and Nordica St. to the south (Figure 1). The cemetery’s other three boundaries are not as
easily defined in relation to nearby roads and rights-of-way as many changes to the historic streetscape
in the immediate vicinity of Zion have occurred over time. The cemetery’s original eastern boundary is
approximately 420-ft to the east and lies between N Morgan and Jefferson Streets today (Figure 1).
Zion Cemetery is comprised of two distinct sections, a grave plot section, distinguished by ninety-six
twenty-foot square grave plots, and a “potter’s field” (Figure 2). The “potter’s field” extends to the eastern
half of the grave plot section by approximately 105-ft to the north. Thus, the northern boundary of the
“potter’s field” was likely an east-west right-of-way, referred to as Ruth Alley in contemporary city
directories and census records. The southern boundary of Zion Cemetery appears to form a line that, in
later maps, abuts the properties of a row of residential lots along Nordica Ave.
.
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Figure 1

Project location in Tampa, Hillsborough County, Florida
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Figure 2

1901 plat map of Zion Cemetery

Currently, Zion Cemetery rests under a mosaic of several distinct parcels, vacated rights-of-way, and
sections of roadways (see Figure 1; Figure 3). Tampa Housing Authority land is bordered by privatelyowned properties to the west and north thus leaving a backwards “L”-shaped portion of Zion Cemetery to
rest within the footprint of Robles Park Village today (see Figure 1). Approximately five multi-residence
buildings along with residential parking and green space areas are presently on top of the Robles Village
portion of Zion Cemetery, as are sections of N Morgan St. and E. Kentucky Ave. The remainder of what
was once Zion Cemetery property is now privately owned. These parcels are not included in the ground
penetrating radar survey portion of this study.
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Figure 3

Modern Parcels surrounding Zion Cemetery
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1. Background Research
History of Zion Cemetery
In 1901 Richard Doby, a Tampa businessman and developer, established Zion Cemetery. He purchased
the property in 1894 from Isaac Warner (General Land Office 1883; Hillsborough County official record
1894). At the time, the surrounding area was known as Robles Pond, a predominantly African American
residential area of Tampa; the area’s demographic makeup and name remains similar today. A few years
after establishing the cemetery, a record of sale in 1907 to the Florida Industrial and Commercial Company
documents Doby’s release of the property. Florida Industrial and Commercial Company specialized in the
manufacture of wood caskets, furniture, and musical instruments. In the decade following receipt of
ownership, issues arose for the casket and furniture maker resulting in the company apparently losing
control of the cemetery land by 1915, as recorded by a sheriff’s sale to pay off debt (The Tampa Times
1915).
Dubious attempts by Hillsborough County officials to seize control of the cemetery grounds had apparently
marred perception of Zion, and possibly even its legal ownership, even before Doby’s 1907 transaction
took place. Beginning as early as 1903 the maneuvers of Dr. J.J. Head come into play as documented in
a public notice of the purchase of tax certificates in August of that same year. Two years later, on August
5, 1905, signatures by Hillsborough clerk, C.M. Knott, made these purchases official tax deeds, giving
Head apparent control of a strip of land covering the southern portion of the cemetery, and the land
adjacent to the south, bordering Nordica Ave. (The Tampa Tribune 1905). This official declaration would
be an important part of a later court decision in 1912 granting Head, Hillsborough County Treasurer,
supposed outright ownership of Zion Cemetery.
As reported in a Tampa Tribune article in November 1912, Head brought forth a lawsuit claiming cloudy
title to property used for “cemetery purposes” of which he had the tax deeds (The Tampa Tribune 1912).
The presiding official for the case, Honorable Judge Robles, ruled in favor of Dr. Head’s claim to the land
and stated he had no knowledge the property in question had been a cemetery. Nefarious as they may
be, these attempts to thwart use of Zion or take control of the property seemed to be for naught as death
certificates for Zion Cemetery burials continued to be documented up to 1923 (Guzzo 2019a). Even so,
these confusing attempts had a lasting impact and should not be discounted as ill-informed or otherwise
imprudent efforts to take control of the land. They are direct and manipulative, actions that led to the
outright erasure of Zion from Tampa’s landscape, an impact realized today by further confusion and
displacement in the lives of Tampa residents.
Control of the cemetery is unclear after 1915, once Head took control of the tax deeds, but historic
documents suggest the possibility that officials of a nearby church, Mt. Carmel, may have overseen
activities in the burial grounds of Zion. The Hillsborough County Plat of the area shows Mt. Carmel with a
cemetery marked to the south and a colored cemetery to the north of the church (Hillsborough County
1916). Beginning in 1919 with the opening of Memorial Cemetery, African Americans had another option
for burials in the City of Tampa. As suggested in recent reporting, this may be a reason why researchers
were not able to find death certificates for Zion dated after 1922. A search for contemporary news stories
related to Zion however, led reporters to cite a quote from a piece in a 1923 Tampa Times story that the
cemetery was noted as “prominent and greatly used” (The Tampa Times 1923). It is not clear, or possible
to state for that matter, when exactly Zion fell into disuse or if the cemetery grounds and all ninety-eight
burial plots were completely filled in by then. However, as recently reported, investigators can verify a
burial count to be somewhere near 360 interments. An independent researcher suggested however, the
number of interred could be as high as 730 individuals buried at Zion (Guzzo 2019a).
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Before documentation of Zion Cemetery disappears outright after 1931, ownership and land records
continue to be puzzling throughout the 1920s. Beginning with the 1922 Sanborn Fire Insurance map, the
footprint of the cemetery changes shape and no longer extends to Florida Avenue (Figure 4). Instead, the
cemetery’s western boundary appears set back from the roadway by a standard depth or lot size (115-ft).
This may reflect an unrecorded transfer of a portion of the property or sale that later may have made way
for construction of a commercial building along Florida Ave. Incidentally, and although dated a couple
years later, a December 1924 public notice calls for those with interest in the property to appear in court
to discuss “quieting the title” (Tampa Times 1924).
In 1929, a commercial building was constructed along Florida Avenue in what at one time would have
been the southwestern portion of Zion (The Tampa Times 1929). As reported recently in the Tampa Bay
Times, the building’s developer bought the property for $1 in 1926 from another individual, reportedly a
relative or possibly even the daughter of Mr. Warner (the land’s original homestead claimant who sold the
property to Doby in 1894) (Guzzo, personal communication 2019c). In 1926 a Ms. Fuller, who resided in
Los Angeles County at the time, came to own the property. How she acquired the land is unclear, possibly
as a result of the public notice from December 1924. Nonetheless, journalists report the sale of the
cemetery land in 1926 to H.P. Kennedy, who later developed the property and had the 1929 commercial
structure built. Furthermore, as reported by the Tampa Bay Times, there is no mention of burial plots in
the 1926 sale of the land.
The original shape of Zion has returned in the 1931 Sanborn with H. P. Kennedy’s commercial building
visible in the southwest corner along Florida Ave. (Figure 5). At this point, though, Zion Cemetery is no
longer documented. Nearby the commercial building are three residential dwellings located just to the
structure’s east and northeast. Date of construction for each of these dwellings is unclear (sometime
between 1916 and 1931 presumably), however their placement is also within the original footprint of Zion
Cemetery, citing further evidence that visible markers and/or cemetery features for Zion had likely
vanished from view by that time. The row of residences fronting Nordica Ave. buildings are likely just south
of the original boundaries of Zion.
As information about the discovery of a lost Zion Cemetery became public knowledge, an informant
reached out to the investigative journalist and provided information about the disposition of graves in Zion.
Eunive Massey, 96, lived at 218 Nordica Avenue (Figure 5) in the 1930s and remembered vivid details
about the cemetery just outside the backdoor to her house. She remembered workers, at some point,
digging to remove graves. Her memory sheds light on an important aspect of Zion’s history, an aspect
that was cited during a “rediscovery” episode in 1951 of the burial grounds.
During the initial phases of construction of Robles Park Village in 1951, construction crews unearthed
three caskets during placement of a footer for one of the residential buildings. Known today as Moore
Court, this structure is located in the northwestern most portion of Robles Village (Figure 6). Its placement
appears to be situated in the “potters field’ portion of Zion Cemetery. As reported in the Tampa Tribune
on November 16 and 17 of 1951, “three small wooden caskets containing remains of children were found
by workers at the corner of Ruth and Morgan streets,” (The Tampa Tribune 1951). The reporting suggests
the graves were located 15 inches below ground surface, a claim that can be verified somewhat with the
story’s accompanying photograph. A police report filed the day of the discovery provides further
information on location of the found graves, “approximately 3 yards South of Ruth and 30 yards East of
Morgan,” (Police Department, City of Tampa 1951). Advice from the City Attorney at the time directed that
the responsibility to remove the remains in lieu of the construction project fell to the property owners, the
Housing Authority.
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Figure 4

1922 Sanborn Fire Insurance Map
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Figure 5

1931 Sanborn Fire Insurance Map
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Figure 6

Location of 1951 burial discovery during construction.
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Further investigation confirmed the property had been used as a cemetery. As reported, a call to the City
Clerk established it as the location of Zion and that a 1925 transaction of the land had also been recorded
with the City. According to City Clerk Bouquardez the individual who purchased the cemetery land, “agreed
to remove all caskets,” (The Tampa Tribune 1951). While there are no other reports of exposed or
disturbed graves made during construction of Robles Village, it is also unclear if any effort was taken to
determine potential for other graves within the project area. As reported, the project’s chief engineer, as
well as the police officer associated with the case, agreed that there was little possibility of finding any
more caskets. Ms. Massey’s 2019 retelling to journalists of seeing workers dig to remove graves during
the 1930s bares some credibility to the City Clerk’s claim that purchaser of Zion Cemetery lands in the
1920s agreed to have the graves removed. Nevertheless, the question as to what extent they were
removed is unanswered.
Ms. Massey astutely recalled to journalists the names of neighbors, the cemetery, and witnessing the
process of grave removal sometime in the early 1930s (Guzzo 2019b). She recounted seeing workers
remove graves with shovels and a crane. According to the story retelling her accounts, she also
remembered neighborhood boys climbing in the holes to rummage for valuables when workers were not
present, and recalled bones scattered in the sand nearby, apparently discarded by the workers. While Ms.
Massey’s account is valuable information for understanding the potential for disturbances in the cemetery,
retracing the extent to which graves had been removed unfortunately is not likely based on her accounts
alone. Also, the transaction between Fuller and Kennedy in the 1925/1926 time frame made no mention
of burial plots, as reported by the Tampa Bay Times, conflicting with the City Clerk’s claim, upon the
unearthing of caskets in 1951, that Kennedy had supposedly agreed to remove all graves as part of
purchasing the property.
In light of all this, the fact remains that the construction of Robles Park Village residential buildings
proceeded on top of what was understood to be cemetery grounds. Scores of subsequent utility line
ditching and placement, along with area grading, was planned and carried out. Until now, no reports of
graves or discoveries of human or cemetery remains have been made.
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2. Field Work to Date
Geophysical Research Design
The geophysical research design was informed by the historic context provided above. In general areas
were targeted that (1) coincided with known locations of previously discovered human remains (i.e. former
corner of Morgan and Ruth as described in 1951 police report), and (2) fall within the estimated footprint of
Zion Cemetery as based on historic maps and legal descriptions. GPR target areas are presented in Figure
7. Target areas are divided into two stages each. The first stage of testing, regarded as highest priority,
coincides with the estimated cemetery boundary as it lies within Robles Park. The second stage, generally,
extends east from the estimated boundary into open areas of Robles Park Village. Stage 2 testing is
designed to sufficiently delineate the eastern boundary of the cemetery.
Within target areas the landscape poses several advantages and challenges. Much of the area was covered
by open grassy yards lined by sidewalks that form a shared backyard space between apartment buildings.
These open grassy areas lie over the estimated potter’s field area (south of E Moore Ave. extending east
of Hayden Ct.), and a portion of the southeast corner of the estimated cemetery extents. These open areas
were considered to be favorable to known GPR capabilities, as previously demonstrated in surveys of
Tampa’s Oaklawn and Woodlawn cemeteries by FPAN staff.
Another portion of the estimated footprint of Zion—as it lies within Robles Park Village—is beneath E.
Kentucky Ave. The majority of this area is covered in concrete slab road surfaces, sidewalks, and concrete
slab parking spaces. Furthermore, based on 1950s construction plans, this area is known to contain buried
sanitary sewer lines and water lines beneath the road surface. Reinforced concrete slab and utilities present
a challenge to GPR survey, as they could obscure any potential signatures of graves. Other parts of the
targeted survey area present challenges of access and overhead cover that can block satellite coverage
necessary for high accuracy survey equipment. In the northwest extent of the targeted survey area,
coinciding with the known location of graves discovered in 1951, open ground was restricted to a narrow
strip of grass on the east side of Hayden Ct.
Based on these landscape features, we chose to apply both a TerraSIRch SIR® System-3000 (SIR 3000)
single-channel GPR unit manufactured by Geophysical Survey Systems Inc. (GSSI), and a larger 32
antennae Stream-C device. The SIR 3000 unit has been used repeatedly by FPAN staff to identify and
delineate graves in local cemeteries and across Florida. This device as operated by FPAN, offered the
advantage of previous proven effectiveness, maneuverability in certain project areas, and relatively low
cost of operation. The Stream-C device, usually operated by Cardno’s Utility Engineering division, has a
proven capability of deep subsurface imaging that is often used to explore areas of complicated overlapping
utilities beneath roads. While it has never been used in a cemetery application by Cardno, Stream-C was
favored for areas of Zion that may lie beneath the concrete and utilities on E. Kentucky Ave. In addition,
Stream-C allowed for an increased speed of survey, and real time GPS tracking that allows for rapid
interpretation of results. Both the SIR 3000 and Stream-C systems were used to survey the majority of the
targeted survey areas, with much of the areas surveyed by both systems overlapping. This allowed for
multi-instrumental confirmation of any subsurface objects that were detected by both machines.
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Figure 7

Proposed areas of ground penetrating radar (GPR) survey
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Geophysical Survey Results
Geophysical survey was conducted between August 12 and August 20, 2019. The SIR 3000 GPR system
was operated by Rebecca O’Sullivan MA, RPA, of the Florida Public Archaeological Network (FPAN). In
the following descriptions, these results are referred to as the FPAN Survey. The multi-array Stream-C
system was operated by Cardno, referred to here as the Stream-C Survey. In total, GPR coverage extended
over 3040 square meters of ground surface within Robles Park Village (Figure 8). The Stream-C Survey
covered approximately 2907 square meters, and the FPAN Survey covered approximately 1149 square
meters. A considerable amount of both surveys overlapped by design. Approximately 30 percent (915 m2)
of the area subject to GPR survey was covered by both the FPAN and Stream-C systems. This overlap
was intended to provide multi-instrumental verification. Should any grave-like anomalies be detected by
either system, these areas of overlap could provide the opportunity for the anomalies to be verified by the
other system.
However, a number of areas were covered by one GPR system only. FPAN Grid 1 (Figure 8) was intended
to cover the area where coffins were uncovered in 1951. This area was narrow and directly adjacent to one
of the Robles Park Village buildings, restricting the use of the bulkier Stream-C system. Likewise, parts of
FPAN Grid 4 and FPAN Grid 6 were able to extend into the nooks between buildings in the southern extent
of the estimated cemetery location. Because the Stream-C system allows for a relatively faster speed of
survey, it was used to expand our coverage into the Stage 2 testing areas, in both Test Area 2 and Test
Area 4 (as presented on Figure 7). Stream-C Zone 8 extended approximately 40 meters (130 ft.) to the east
of the estimated cemetery boundary on the eastern edge of the potter’s field area. On the southeast edge
of the cemetery’s footprint, Stream-C Survey was extended an additional 20 meters (65 ft.) east into Stage
2 test areas.
Stream-C was applied exclusively to test areas that were covered by thick concrete road slab, sidewalks,
and a variety of utilities. On E. Kentucky Ave. Stream-C equipment surveyed Zone 3 and Zone 4. The area
to the north of Zone 3 and to the south of Zone 4 could not be scanned at the time of survey, due to standing
water on the road. Stream-C Survey was also able to reach a large portion of Stage 1 target coverage in
the southwest portion of the survey area. Here, Stream-C Zone 6 extended over a 45 meter (147 ft.) long
strip of Stage 1 target area, over a tangle of mature live oak roots below ground.

FPAN Survey Results
On August 12-14 and 27 of 2019, FPAN staff conducted a GPR survey of selected areas within the
designated project area using a SIR-3000 GPR manufactured by GSSI, Inc and outfitted with a 400-MHz
antenna. Nine grids were completed in total, with Grids 1-6 located within the expected footprint of the
cemetery. The results of grids 1-6 are reported here. No potential burial features were observed within
Grids 7-9. GPR survey areas varied in size (Figure 9) but all data were collected in the same manner: unidirectional north-south transects spaced at 0.25 meters east-west along the baseline, with 512 samples per
scan, and a time window of 50ns. Given the capabilities and limitations of the SIR 3000 unit, the survey
was designed to optimize our ability to detect potential sub-surface historic cemetery features and burials.
With Christian burials, graves are often laid out in an east-west orientation approximately two to six feet
beneath the surface. North-south survey transects were used to cross any potential burials at a
perpendicular angle across their short axis, allowing for the clearest possible reflections. The relatively
small transverse interval, 0.25 meters between each survey transect, was also necessary due to the
potential for child or infant burials within the cemetery. Survey transect intervals should generally be
designed to be smaller than the long axis of the potential objects being studied. See Figure 9 for an overview
of survey grid locations and results, possible burials are marked in red.
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Figure 8

Real areas of survey coverage in the field
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Figure 9

Overview of FPAN test grids and results
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The SIR 3000 data were post-processed by Rebecca O’Sullivan using GSSI’s Radan 7 software package.
Each transect was processed using the following steps, then brought together to create a “3D” or horizontal
view of each survey area: 1) Time Zero Correction, 2) Full-Pass Background Removal, 3) Gain Adjustment,
4) FIR High-Low Bandpass Filter, and 5) Kirchhoff Migration to resolve hyperbolas into their point sources
(all depth slices show the result of these processing steps but radargrams are shown prior to migration so
that the original hyperbolas are visible). Depth slice images were created for every 10 cm in increasing
depth below the ground surface, and intermediate slices were created as needed or when distinct
anomalies were observed between the 10 cm intervals.
FPAN Grid 1
Grid 1 was located in Test Area 1, directly west of the building on the corner of E Moore Ave. and N Morgan
St. The Grid 1 survey area was 20-m north-south by 5-m east-west and bounded to the west by N Morgan
St., the south by a metal fence, the east by a metal fence and building, and the north by sidewalk and E
Moore Ave. Three palm trees are also located along this small strip of land. GPR survey results (Figure 10)
indicate a water line or other buried utility line runs north-south along the western boundary of Grid 1, this
line also splits and continues to the east (see Figure 11, marked with blue dashed line). Even though it is a
very narrow area, GPR results also indicate the presence of seven potential buried objects along the
eastern edge of the survey area adjacent to the apartment building. Hyperbolic reflections between 80 to
140 centimeters below surface (cmbs) (Figure 12) are consistent with individual buried objects, although
they appear to continue under the edge of the building. While it is not possible to determine their full size
as they extend outside the survey grid, their depth is consistent with the grave-like anomalies identified in
the other survey areas.

Figure 10

FPAN Grid 1 depth slices
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Figure 11

Selected Grid 1 depth slices with water line marked in blue dashed line, palm tress
marked in green, possible burial in red.

Figure 12

Radargram showing a vertical view along a transect within Grid 1. East-west
waterline is marked in blue, possible grave in red
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FPAN Grids 2 and 3
Grids 2 and 3 are directly adjacent to one another and located within the Stage 1 portion of Test Area 2
(Figure 9). This is the area thought to be the Pauper’s Cemetery (potter’s field), as marked on the original
1901 plat of Zion Cemetery. Grid 2 is 8 m north/south by 5 m east/west and Grid 3 is 12 m north/south by
30 m east/west. Grid 2 is bounded on the west by a metal fence and N Morgan St, on the east by Grid 3,
on the north by a metal fence and tree, and on the south by metal fence and a large oak tree. Grid 3 is
bounded on the west by Grid 2 and on the north and south by sidewalk. One palm tree and a palm stump
are located within the Grid 3 survey area. Extensive root structure from the large oak tree between Grid 2
(Figure 13) and 3 (Figure 14) is easily visible within the GPR results, with some roots intersecting gravelike features. This natural disturbance might have obscured some anomalies within Grid 2 and the western
portion of Grid 3 especially. The three anomalies marked for Grid 2 in Figure 3 are much more ephemeral
than those seen in Grid 3, but discreet hyperbolic reflections consistent with burials are still present within
both Grids 2 and 3. In Figure 9, 38 possible burials are marked in red within Grids 2 and 3. These anomalies
are oriented east/west, organized in at least nine north/south rows, and are at depths ranging between 100
cmbs and 200 cmbs. The easternmost 6 to 7 meters of Grid 3 are free of anomalies besides those
consistent with tree roots, indicating that the survey grid might cross over the edge of the cemetery
boundary.
FPAN Grids 4, 5 and 6
Grids 4, 5 and 6 are located within the Stage 1 portion of Test Area 4, the suspected southeastern area of
Zion Cemetery, with Grids 4 and 5 directly adjacent to each other and Grid 6 just to the south side of the
sidewalk (see Figure 9). Grid 4 is 30 m east-west and Grid 5 is 20 m east-west; both grids continue from
the south baseline to the farthest possible extent north (to the metal fence or building). Grid 6 is 9 m eastwest and continues south from the baseline to the farthest possible extent, including the open area between
two buildings. Several palm trees are located within the survey area, including several within the small area
surveyed in Grid 6. Other intrusions that show up in the GPR data are related to several buried utilities. A
large water or sewer line follows along the northern boundary of Grid 4 and is probably a continuation of
the same water line observed in Grid 1. This pipe likely impacted several burials when it was installed in
the past and several anomalies can be seen along its route, although it is unclear if they are related to the
pipe or were pre-existing burials. Several other buried lines, likely for cable or something similar, snake
through the survey area (Figure 15 and Figure 17).
In Figure 9, 59 possible burials are marked in red within Grids 4, 5, and 6. Much like those seen in Grids 2
and 3, these anomalies are oriented east-west and organized in north-south rows. One feature that is
dissimilar however is that in the western portion of Grid 4 the possible burials are organized in distinct
groupings, one of which is approximately 20 by 20 feet square. This is a significant because on the original
Zion Cemetery plat from 1901 grave groupings are organized in 98 20 by 20 ft squares with 5 ft between
them. Also of interest is an area of potential disturbed soil in the western portion of Grid 4 (Figure 16 marked
in red). Between 10-30 cmbs this small square shows up in the GPR returns as less dense than the
surrounding soils, indicating an area of past soil disturbance. When the 20 cmbs slice is overlaid with a
deeper slice that shows burial-like anomalies, the disturbed area lines up with one of the possible burials.
However, it is unclear if this disturbed area dates to the time of burial, a later disinterment, or another
episode of ground disturbance entirely.
The two possible burials within Grid 6 (Figure 16) are very ephemeral but underlie a buried cable within the
survey area. This more modern disturbance might have impacted the buried features, but it also serves to
partially obscure them. The southern boundary of Zion Cemetery probably lies somewhere within the Grid
6 area but more work is needed to ground-truth all these anomalies and determine the actual boundary of
the cemetery.
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Figure 13

FPAN Grid 2 depth slices. Root structure is visible in slices 60–110 cmbs,
ephemeral anomalies are visible between 110–150 cmbs
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Figure 14

FPAN Grid 3 depth slices
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Figure 15

FPAN Grid 4 depth slices
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Figure 16

Depth slices showing an area of disturbed soil (red) and in relation to possible
burial below; Probable waterline in blue; side walk in orange
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Figure 17

FPAN Grid 5 depth slices

Stream-C Survey Results
Stream-C Survey data were analyzed through visual examination of depth slices. Depth slices represent a
horizontal “slice” of all radar reflections that were returned from a given depth, across a survey area. In the
present data set, depth slices were generated for every 20 millimeters (0.78 in./0.066 ft.) of increasing depth
below ground surface (Figure 18). In examination of these depth slices, grave-like objects presented as
rectangular reflections that stand out in contrast to the surrounding static. The grave-like rectangular objects
are typically 6 to 8 feet in length and approximately 2 to 3 feet in width. They range in depth from 3.4 to
6.34 feet deep. Overall, approximately 111 gravel-like anomalies were detected by Stream-C Survey.
Twenty eight of these anomalies were found in areas that are not overlapped by FPAN survey. In general,
areas of grave-like anomalies were examined by GPR analysts with Cardno’s Subsurface Utilities
Engineering division. These groups of anomalies were marked by general polygons that indicate the
locations of clusters of anomalies. Archaeologists then reexamined areas of anomalies to distinguish
individual grave-like objects in comparison with FPAN Survey results. Stream-C Survey on the eastern
estimated boundary of the cemetery (in Zone 8 and Zone 1), found no further grave-like anomalies
extending to the east of the cemetery. However, we must stress that this is not a conclusive indication of
the cemetery’s edge, and recommend physical ground-truthing of these areas.
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1025 mm below surface Stream-C depth slice from Zone 6 (-3.366 ft.)

1046 mm below surface Stream-C depth slice Stream-C Zone 6 (-3.342 ft.)

1066 mm below surface Stream-C depth slice Stream-C Zone 6 (-3.497 ft.)
Figure 18

Example of Stream-C depth slices from Zone 6 (north at top of image)
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Analysis of Stream-C data from Zone 3 and Zone 4 was made difficult by a profusion of utilities beneath
the roads. As described above, standing surface water precluded full GPR coverage in the targeted portion
of E. Kentucky Ave. Even so, both of the relatively small areas which could be covered (zones 3 and 4) had
large and relatively deep waterlines running beneath the road. Water pipes appear to be set at a depth of
1.6 to 3.6 feet deep (0.40 to 1.09 m). Beneath the utility line in Zone 3, 1 to 2 grave-like anomalies were
observed. Beneath the water pipe that runs beneath Zone 4, 8 to 9 grave-like anomalies were observed at
3.4 to 6.34 feet deep (1.18 to 1.93 m). These anomalies were roughly rectangular and oriented east-west,
as would be expected for coffins placed in a Christian-style cemetery. However, the disturbances caused
by the immediately overlying pipes in both Zone 3 and Zone 4 distorted several of the grave-like anomalies.
It is difficult to distinguish if several of the anomalies are discreet, separate objects, or a single distorted
image of a single object. Because of the discrepancy in interpretation, a total of approximately 11 gravelike anomalies are interpreted for this area, and the clusters of anomalies are indicated in dotted red on
Figure 21.
Survey in Zone 6 captured data from what appears to be an area of some disturbance. It is possible that
some graves were moved from this area, but subsurface intrusions of roots and utilities make interpretation
challenging. In the upper depths of the survey results, from approximately 1.7 to 3.43 feet deep (0.54 to
1.05-m), a tangle of roots fans out through the soil over an area of likely grave anomalies. The distortion
caused by the roots is still visible in the west central port of the depth slice as shown in Figure 20. A large
water pipe trench runs along the northern and western margins of Zone 6. The trench appears to extend to
6.7 feet deep (2.03-m), and may intrude into a grave-like anomaly on the western edge of Zone 6. Despite
these disturbances, a cluster of eight grave-like anomalies appears beneath the tree roots at a depth of
3.49 to 4.08 feet deep (1.06 to 1.25-m). The elevation of Zone 6 has been reduced by 2 to 3 feet compared
to the surrounding landscape, by twentieth century grading. This is possibly the reason that graves appear
at a shallow relative depth in this area. The graves appear to be organized in plots that have the signature
20-x-20 feet layout depicted on the 1901 plat of Zion Cemetery. However, around these square anomaly
clusters (Figure 21), there are areas of individual and potentially disturbed anomalies. This area of the
cemetery is already known to have been disturbed, from the account of Eunive Massey, who observed
workers removing burials from this area in the 1930s. The location of Massey’s house is depicted as a solid
orange polygon in Figure 21. Overall, 17 rectangular grave-like anomalies and four other areas of potential
anomalies (dotted red in Figure 21) are observed in Zone 6.

Figure 19

1066 mm below surface Stream-C depth slice (Zone 6) showing confusion of roots
at bottom of image and pipe trench at top and left side. North at top of image.
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Figure 20

Stream-C depth slice from Zone 6 at -1066 mm (13.497 ft.)
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Figure 21

Stream-C depth slice from Zone 6 showing interpreted grave anomalies and the
1931 location of the house at 214 Nordica
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GPR Results Summary
A total of 127 grave-like anomalies have been observed as a result of both the FPAN and Stream-C surveys
of Robles Park Village. The footprint of existing buildings covered a large area of the likely cemetery
boundary within Robles Park and access was not yet available to adjacent parcels. (It should be noted that
the buildings within Robles Park are in the process of being vacated by the Housing Authority, as a result
of the present survey). It is likely that hundreds of other grave-like anomalies will be present in the
surrounding areas of the cemetery, once they can be accessed.
The analysis of data from the FPAN Survey returned images of 99 buried objects with the expected
dimensions, depth, and orientation of coffins. In expanded areas of Stream-C Survey (zones 3, 4, and 6)
an additional 28 images of buried coffin-shaped objects were observed. In many places, grave anomalies
are mapped in close proximity to existing apartment buildings and beneath trees and sidewalks (Figure 24).
In the majority of overlapping survey, anomalies detected by the FPAN Survey were verified by results of
the Stream-C Survey. In other words, anomalies were detected in the exact same location and at the same
depth by both survey systems. For example, verified anomalies are depicted in Figure 22 as solid red boxes
surrounded by dotted red polygons. The dotted red shapes represent the anomaly clusters detected in the
Stream-C Survey. These overlapping radar anomalies are also visible in Figure 24, in relation to the built
environment.
When superimposed on a georeferenced copy of the 1901 Zion Cemetery plat, the results show that many
grave-like anomalies cluster in “family plots”, 20-x-20-foot squares that align with the planned cemetery
layout. As drawn in 1901, plots 66, 68, 69, 70, 74, 75, 92, and 94–96 all show good alignment with gravelike anomalies detected by the present survey. It should be noted that many areas do not show grave
alignment with the planned layout of the cemetery. However, burials in the roads and in between the grave
plots of cemeteries were a common occurrence during this time period. For example, based on the minutes
of the city’s Cemetery Commission, 51 burials were removed from the roads of Oaklawn Cemetery in 1895
(Tampa City Council Minutes, April 17, 1895).
Given the pattern of relatively organized grave plots observed in the southeast extent of the cemetery, the
intermittent, sparse distribution of burials in the southwest portion of the survey area may be further
indication that graves here were moved. In general, the high degree of disturbance and tenuous results of
GPR analysis in this area may be clarified by minimally invasive archaeological testing.
Stream-C GPR survey that extended to the east of the expected limits of the cemetery in Zone 1 and Zone
8 did not detect grave-like anomalies extending into this area. However, this should not be taken as a
definitive result. In many cases in the past, we have experienced that ground-truthing can uncover graves
that were invisible to GPR survey. We recommend that the eastern boundaries of the cemetery be
delineated by means of physical excavation.
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Figure 22

Combined GPR Results. Solid red polygons represent grave-like anomalies that
can be distinguish as discreet rectangular objects. Dotted-red polygons represent
clusters of rectangular anomalies detected by Stream-C.
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Figure 23

Combined GPR results with the 1901 plat of Zion Cemetery
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Figure 24

3D laser scan model of apartments in Robles Park Village with GPR anomalies in
relation to the built environment. Blue rectangles are the results of FPAN Survey,
and red-line rectangles indicated anomalies confirmed by overlapping Stream-C
Survey.
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Reconciling Cemetery Legal Description with Results of GPR
The objective of the present work plan for Zion Cemetery is to find the boundaries of Zion Cemetery by
applying geophysical survey followed by archaeological delineation of boundaries. This objective requires
that we identify the locations of potential human graves in the ground, not as they were planned to have
been buried, but as they actually were buried. The estimated boundary of Zion Cemetery, as it is depicted
throughout this work plan, is based on adjustments to the legal description of Zion Cemetery that were
made according historic maps and the results of GPR. The following section summarizes the process of
reconciling the cemetery’s legal description with GPR results, presents Cardno’s GPR-adjusted cemetery
boundary, and recommends a composite area of potential graves.
The redrafting of Zion’s legal description was conducted on August 20 and 21, 2019, by Cardno/T2 Branch
Manager James Godfrey, who is a licensed Florida Professional Surveyor and Mapper (License #: LS4541).
Godfrey is part of T2, a professional utilities engineering and surveying company, which was a former
division of Cardno. T2 have continued to work on the Zion Cemetery Project with Cardno. The drafting work
was performed during the analysis of our GPR survey data to refine Cardno’s initial legal description
drawings. Godfrey identified known bench marks that were used to tie the Zion Cemetery legal description
into geospatial drafting software, so that the cemetery’s legally described boundaries could be mapped.
The Zion Cemetery description is taken from the 1901 Plat of Zion Cemetery:
“From a point 330 ft. North of SW. Corner of NW1/4 of NE.1/4 of Section 12 Tp.
29 S. R. 18 E. and Run E. 420 feet thence N 315 ft thence West 210 Ft. thence
South 105 ft. thence West 210 thence South 210 feet to point of beginning.”
In order to draw the description we needed to establish a good “Point of Beginning” (POB) as described in
the legal description. This can be problematic because the lines of Section 12 have likely changed over the
course of 120 years. In order to account for this, Godfrey obtained both Certified Corner Records—which
give the official state coordinates for section lines—and “found monuments” that were left to mark the parcel
lines of an adjacent subdivision in 1916. The Certified Corner Records for the center (CCR100831) and
north ¼ corner (CCR100300) of Section 12 were used to establish a half-section baseline running along
Florida Ave. Certified Corner Records are on file with the Florida DEP Bureau of Survey and Mapping,
available online (Labins 2019).
The Mount Carmel Subdivision was platted immediately south of Zion Cemetery in 1916. The northern
boundary of Mount Carmel Subdivision abutted the southern boundary of Zion Cemetery. When
Subdivisions are officially surveyed and filed, surveyors are required to leave monuments in the ground to
mark the corners of parcels and lots. In the case of Mount Carmel, these were unmarked 1-inch and 1.5inch diameter iron rods which can be relocated through metal detection. Some of the survey monuments
that were used to mark the boundaries Mount Carmel survived in the ground throughout the twentieth
century and they were relocated and mapped by Stantec 2015. The monuments were recorded during a
survey of the Right of Way for N. Florida Ave. (State Route 685), including the portion that passes by the
former location of Zion Cemetery and Mount Carmel. The survey was completed for FDOT in 2015. The
Right of Way survey is available by request from FDOT district 7 (FDOT 2015).
The half-section baseline and found monuments from Mount Carmel are depicted on Figure 25. The
baseline was used to draft the locations of found monuments from distances recorded in the FDOT Right
of Way survey.
The legal description of Mount Carmel is available from the Plat of Mount Carmel on file with the City of
Tampa Clerk (PB 8/Pg. 57) (Figure 26). Using drafting software, this legal description was tied into the
locations of found monuments so that Mount Carmel can be mapped over the existing streetscape (Figure
26). The southwest corner of Mount Carmel is the “southwest corner of the northwest quarter (N.W. ¼) of
the northeast quarter (N.E. ¼) of Section 12 T. 29 S. R. 18 E.” as it was perceived in the year 1916. This is
the exact point that was used to establish the POB for Zion Cemetery in 1901. Using this point location and
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the northern edge of Mount Carmel, Godfrey established the POB for Zion Cemetery and drafted the legal
description/plat of Zion Cemetery with drafting software (Figure 28 and Figure 29).
It is important to note that the 25-ft. strip of the legal description of Zion Cemetery, as it extends out into N.
Florida Ave., was not intended to be a place of active burial. Rather, it was an easement that was to be
used for N. Florida Ave. (Figure 29).
In Figure 30 the results of the GPR survey are depicted with a georeferenced 1922 Sanborn map that
depicts the location of Zion Cemetery (“CEMETERY”) in that year. The Sanborn map matches the
remapped boundaries of Mount Carmel Subdivision (shown as gold-colored lines in the lower left of the
map oriented with north at top). This 1922 map has a measured error of approximately 1-foot as it is
presently georeferenced in Figure 30. The 1922 Sanborn seems to depict that parcels—in so much as they
were actually perceived to have existed in the sand streets and open lots of this neighborhood—were
mapped with their right-of-ways shifted to the east. The potential graves in the potter’s field (top right of
map with page oriented north at top) extend roughly to the front of a church.
When Zion Cemetery’s redrafted legal description is placed over the results of GPR (Figure 31), it is
immediately apparent that the legal description does not match with places that potential graves seem to
have actually been buried. Twenty-three potential graves, as detected by GPR, fall outside of the eastern
boundary of Zion Cemetery’s legal description. Some adjustments must be made to this boundary to
accommodate the suspected real locations of human burials. In Figure 32 the legal description has been
shifted over exactly 25 feet, to include the cemetery’s easement. Still, in this adjustment we see that some
potter’s field potential grave locations may extend outside of the northern edge of this adjusted boundary.
In addition, graves which are obviously laid out in 20-x-20 foot burial plots do not align with the redrafted
plat lines. The potential graves (grave-like objects) also appear in a north-south alignment, that is not in line
with the N 0.8264 degrees E alignment of the redrafted Zion plat (based off of Mount Carmel orientation).
In Figure 33 the Zion plat has been adjusted to fit the results of GPR survey. The plat has been rotated
0.8264 degrees west, to true north, and shifted 3.5 degrees north to better fit the results of GPR Survey.
The boundary and plat depicted in Figure 33 is Cardno’s recommended estimated boundary of Zion
Cemetery as it appears to be oriented within Robles Park Village. This is the location of Zion Cemetery as
it is depicted in the majority of maps throughout this work plan. However, in other adjacent parcels,
particularly those that border Florida Ave., we recommend that a combination of the GPR-adjusted plat and
the professionally drafted legal description be used to estimate a recommended area of potential graves
(Figure 34). This recommended area of potential graves should be treated with seriousness when
delineation of Zion Cemetery continues into the surrounding parcels outside of Robles Park Village (see
Figure 38).
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Figure 25

Geospatial references used for mapping Zion Cemeteries legal description
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Figure 26

Plat of Mount Carmel, the subdivision immediately south of Zion Cemetery. Mount
Carmel was platted in 1916. A Right of Way survey performed by Stantec in 2015
discovered “found monuments” (buried iron rods used by past surveyors to mark
the corners of parcels) that allow Mount Carmel to be remapped based on its legal
description.
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Figure 27

Mount Carmel Plat redrawn over the modern street scape using found monuments
and the 1916 legal description
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Figure 28

Zion Cemetery plat redrawn using 1901 legal description and key reference points
derived from the Mount Carmel found monuments
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Figure 29

Zion Cemetery plat showing the Point of Beginning (POB) from the legal
description, which can be tied into a corner of Mount Carmel plat
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Figure 30

Results of GPR survey with 1922 Sanborn map, also tied into Mount Carmel plat,
as redrawn from found survey monument
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Figure 31

Professionally drafted legal description of Zion Cemetery, shown in relation to
results of GPR survey with 1922 Sanborn map
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Figure 32

Legal description of Zion Cemetery shifted 25 ft. to the east (i.e. the exact width of
the plats easement) to place the cemetery boundary in better alignment with
historic land use and GPR results.
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Figure 33

Legal description of Zion Cemetery adjusted to better fit the results of GPR testing.
For the cemetery’s management within Robles Park Village, this is the boundary
recommended by Cardno
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Figure 34

Recommended area of potential graves based on both GPR results and Zion’s
legal description
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3. Archaeological Excavation Research Design
This testing design is geared towards the eventual preservation and management of Zion Cemetery as an
intact cemetery resource. Exhumation or excessive disturbance of human remains is not a goal of this
research design. The following Archaeological Research Design is intended to guide a process of:


Delineation



Confirmation of radar anomalies through ground-truthing, and



Investigation of potentially disturbed areas from which graves may have been removed in the past.

Before the creation of Zion Cemetery, these lands were part of the early community of Robles Pond, though
officially within Issac Warner’s land claim. The archaeological extent of earlier historic land-use in this area
is of great importance to the understanding of late-nineteenth-century Robles Pond, as an early African
American neighborhood. In addition, prehistoric archaeological evidence will be carefully recorded. Few
archaeological data have been recorded from prehistoric remains in this region of Tampa. As the
development of Robles Park Village moves forward, a general Culture Resources Survey may be
necessary, under Federal Requirement, and prehistoric evidence will be a component of all future
archaeological research conducted by Cardno.

Delineation
The proposed plan for delineation includes areas of mechanical stripping and additional areas of GPR
survey. It is often the case that GPR testing does not reveal the presence of all graves in a given area.
Because THA and the Committee intend for Zion Cemetery to be restored to a marked cemetery or
memorial, it is not necessary to quantify and map graves in the interior of the cemetery; however, physically
locating graves on the edge of the cemetery is essential to understanding the boundaries and exact location
of this cemetery.
Proposed mechanical stripping is a method that is typically employed to expose and map the tops of “grave
shafts” as they may appear in cemeteries. Grave shafts are the tell-tale rectangular impressions left behind
in the soil when a grave has been dug, and then infilled to cover the underlying coffin. Soils that are removed
often become mixed with deeper soils and other materials resulting in a mottled, discolored fill that stands
out against lighter rain-washed soils surrounding the grave shaft. This is the signature as it has been
observed in Tampa. In other locations, particularly those with higher clay content, grave shafts are identified
by soil texture alone. Mechanical stripping involves the broad horizontal exposure of near surface soils in a
relatively large strip. A medium sized excavator (e.g. CAT 305 series) outfitted with a flat-bladed steel
bucket is used to carefully scrape back the upper layers of soil in a controlled manner, to reveal the
presence of grave shafts. We recommend that mechanical stripping extend from the most eastern grave
anomalies over 30 feet to the east, to ensure that no further grave shafts are observed (Figure 35).
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Figure 35

Proposed areas of mechanical stripping for delineation
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Proposed Operation 1 through Operation 4 in Figure 35 represent areas of proposed mechanical excavation
work. Operation 1 and Operation 2 are designed to physically record the presence of grave shafts in a
broad, but shallow, horizontal exposure of soils. Mechanical strips are intended to be 1 to 2 feet deep, to
sufficiently expose the archaeological signature of grave shafts. Excavations will then continue 30 feet to
the east to test for the presence of any potential outlying graves within a reasonable buffer. Thirty feet
represents the size of the grave plots (20-x-20 ft.) as they were drafted in 1901, plus the width of spaces
planned between grave plots (10 ft.). This may represent a reasonable expectation of distance for any
outlying graves. The width of the operations is designed to capture the eastern most row of grave-like
anomalies in both the southeast corner of the cemetery and eastern edge of the potter’s field. Operation 1
measures 10.4-x-11.8 meters (34.12 x 38.71 ft.) and Operation 2 measures 10.4-x-12.6 meters (34.12 x
42.19 ft.) in total dimension. The placement of these operations are also designed to accommodate the
management of back dirt during excavation. In previous excavations, a medium sized excavator has proven
effective at opening strips that are up to 12 meters wide, but these operations require back dirt to be piled
along each side of the operation. As designed, Operations 1 and 2 will allow sufficient space for soil
management and excavation. A utility line, probably from fiber optic cable, is present within the northern
half of Operation 1 at a depth of approximately 2.5 feet. This location will be treated with special care.
Operation 4 is designed to explore the potential for graves extending beyond the western boundary of
Robles Park Village. If physical grave shafts are present on the edge of Robles Park, extending into
adjacent parcels, then the implications will be important for future cemetery management. Any resulting
grave shafts in Operation 4 will be carefully mapped. One known grave-like anomaly is present in Operation
4, intersected by a probable waterline. It is unclear if the waterline is intrusive into a grave below ground.
Exposing subsurface evidence of the utilities trench and anomaly in planview could clarify the likelihood
that utilities may extend into graves. Operation 4 measures 7-x-7 meters square (23 x 23 ft.).
Operation 3 is designed to explore an area where Stream-C anomalies were less clear. Graves may have
been removed from this area in the 1930s, and the planned mechanical stripping will allow for the exposure
of soil disturbances that were left behind by grave removal. Conversely, if graves were not removed, then
intact grave shafts will be mapped, resealed with fill, and protected from further disturbance. Some
archaeological hand excavations are recommended in this area, which will be guided by the results of
Operation 3 (see below). Operation 3 measures 10 meters north to south, by 20 meters east to west (32.8
x 62.6 ft.).

Archaeological Excavation (Ground-Truthing of Anomalies)
Areas of proposed archaeological excavation are presented in Figure 36 and Figure 37. These proposed
excavations would be carried out by hand using flat bladed steel shovels, trowels, and other hand tools.
Test units 1 and 4 are designed to ground-truth radar results. The ground-truthed results will validate the
existence of intact graves within Zion Cemetery. We feel that the results of GPR are sufficient to locate the
depth and position of potential coffins. However, without physical validation of these findings, the results
will be open to future scrutiny, particular after the passage of many years when the capabilities of our radar
equipment will be increasingly questionable. Therefore, we recommend that two anomalies are explored,
in a minimally invasive and carefully controlled archaeological excavation.
Test Unit 1 is proposed on the eastern edge of rows of anomalies in the potter’s field (Figure 36). Its
proposed excavation would take place after the excavation of Operation 2. By excavating Operation 2 first,
to a shallow depth of 1 to 2 feet deep, it will be possible to expose the outlines of grave shafts. This will
ensure an accurate placement of Test Unit 1 in a way that will avoid unnecessary disturbance of more than
one interment. Test Unit 4 is proposed on the eastern edge of a plot of graves in the southwest project area
(Figure 37). While it would be preferable to explore an anomaly within Operation 1, for the same reasons
stated above, Operation 1 is complicated by the presence of potentially sensitive utilities.
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Figure 36

Proposed ground-truthing excavation unit in the northern project area
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Figure 37

Proposed excavation units in the southwestern project area
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In both cases, Test Unit 1 and Test Unit 2 are placed over the shallowest anomalies in their given rows.
This will provide the highest likelihood of avoiding disturbance to more than one grave during groundtruthing. The anomaly targeted in Test Unit 1 has an initial radar depth of -4.67 feet (-1.428-m) and a final
depth of -6.9 feet (-2.072-m). Excavation extending below 1.5 meters will need to be expanded to the east
outside of the grave anomalies. For this reason, the targeted excavation is placed on the edge of a row of
potential graves, within Operation 2. In this way, the excavation of Test Unit 1 can be expanded into a 1.5
meter deep “step,” extending east into Operation 2. This step will allow the lower depths of Test Unit 2 to
be excavated without risk of dangerous collapse. The anomaly targeted by Test Unit 2 has an initial radar
depth of -2.702 feet (-0.824-m) and a final depth of -4.55 feet (-1.388-m). Excavation to this depth can be
carried out safely without need for unit expansion.
Test units 3 and 4 are 2-x-2 meter square excavation units that are intended to explore areas of potentially
disturbed or removed graves in Operation 3. If graves were removed from these areas, it is more than likely
that the removals could have been only partial, resulting in the abandonment of fragmentary human
remains. The existence of fragmentary human remains in areas of early twentieth century grave removal
could have important implications for the future management of Zion Cemetery. Establishing this fact would
provide protection for other portions of this historic resource, from which graves may have been moved.
The present placement of test units 3 and 4 is based on the arrangement of unclear radar anomalies
observed in Stream-C Survey (perhaps reflections of disturbed graves), and the expected arrangement of
grave plots as platted in 1901. The excavation of Operation 3 will likely guide an improved placement of
test units 3 and 4.
All test units will be excavated following standard archaeological procedures for vertical control, excavation
techniques, and screening of excavated soils. Test units will be excavated by shovel skimming in arbitrary
ten-centimeter levels. Vertical control will be guided through a local datum established with sub-centimeter
accuracy by RTK GPS. If features are encountered within a given grave shaft, as was observed at a similar
cemetery in east Florida (Carr and Franklin 2016:37), then the feature will be pedestalled, cross-sectioned
and recorded with photogrammetry to control test unit provenience with a three dimensional model. All soils
will be screened with ¼-inch hardware cloth and artifacts will be collected. Any mortuary artifacts, including
coffin nails, will be documented on site after initial provenience is recorded (pending establishment of field
lab). Any non-mortuary artifacts will be separated by provenience and bagged for off-site laboratory
analysis. The final goal of excavation is to expose the coffin stain within a given grave provenience, but not
to intrude into human remains. The top of the coffin stain is usually readily apparent, beneath coffin nails or
other debris that result from lid collapse. Once a coffin stain is exposed, it will be carefully recorded with
photogrammetry. This level of recordation should be sufficient to establish the presence of real, intact
graves at Zion Cemetery. If human remains are encountered, notification will be given to DHR immediately,
following the Discovery Plan in this document.
As noted above, special care will be taken to record artifacts or features that may be related to early
prehistoric or historic land-use of Robles Park Village. Little archaeological information has been collected
to date from the surrounding neighborhood in this part of Tampa, and evidence of land-use before the
creation of Zion Cemetery will be a focus of research.

Expanded Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) Survey
We recommend that GPR survey areas be extended into the property surrounding the estimated footprint
of Zion Cemetery, as it is currently understood. The areas proposed in figures below represent a large
expansion, well beyond the mapped location of the cemetery (Figure 38). Expanding survey to the Robles
Park Village roads that lie immediately north and south of buildings that are presently being evacuated
could help the remaining residents of the park feel comfortable that the cemetery does not extend any
further into the vicinity of other apartment buildings. Survey over road surfaces, using Stream-C multi
antennae array system, is recommended over portions of Hayden Court, E. Moore Ave, and E. Stratford
Ave. (Figure 38).
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Figure 38

Proposed expanded ground penetrating Radar Survey
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In addition, expanded GPR survey is recommended in the yards of residences south of E. Virginia Ave. In
This area residents raised concerns of potential grave markers of unknown origin around doors fronting on
Virginia Ave. Cardno investigated these potential field stones and collected them during the week of August
12, and found that one of the markers could resemble what might be expected to be an improvised field
stone from a cemetery of Zion’s age. While we do not believe any of the stones mark the locations of graves,
out of an abundance of caution we recommend expanded GPR survey south of Virginia Ave. as depicted
in Figure 38.

Metes and Bounds Survey
Concurrent with the Expanded GPR Survey, a professional Metes and Mounds Survey will be carried out.
The work will include the placing of survey monuments at boundary corners based on the legal description
of the cemetery (see page 32 above). The survey will include, but not be limited to, boundary conflicts,
areas of contemporary ownership, building encroachments and rights of way. The resulting work product
will be a signed and sealed survey of the Zion Cemetery with certification that the plat description is the
same as the completed survey. This information will be useful for future legal description of portions of the
cemetery that are under different ownership, which will be needed to unite the property into a single
memorial property, as the committee wishes.
At present we believe that grave locations extend outside of the legal description of the Cemetery (see
Reconciling Cemetery Legal Description with GPR Results, above), and if the Metes and Bounds Survey
confirms this finding, we will consider adjusting the legal description of the cemetery to include all known or
suspected gravesites.

Laboratory Methods
If possible, all mortuary artifacts will be described and photographed on site, either in a tent lab, or in one
of THA’s facilities, with their permission. With access to water, Cardno can provide sufficient documentation
of mortuary artifacts in the field such that they may be immediately reinterred in their grave provenience.
Non-mortuary artifacts will be analyzed under controlled conditions at Cardno’s laboratory facilities. Nonmortuary artifacts can be curated at Cardno’s facilities, or returned to the Tampa Housing Authority as they
see fit. Copies of forms on acid-free paper, and copies of notes, maps, and photographs will be curated at
Cardno, unless otherwise specified.

Report Preparation and Submittal
As the development of Robles Park Village may eventually engage Federal action under HUD, it may
become subject to Section 106 review. In anticipation of future Federal or State requirements, the results
of the cultural resource assessment survey (CRAS) will be presented in a technical report for submittal to
the Tampa Housing Authority, and the Florida State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) for review and
comment. The report will be in compliance with the Florida Division of Historical Resources 1A-46
Archaeological and Historical Report Standards and Guidelines. The report will include, as appropriate,
sections outlining the purpose of the survey, a description of the environmental setting, a cultural context
for the area, results of the background research, details of field and laboratory methods used, and survey
results including detailed technical maps of and archaeological remains or excavations that are conducted.
The report will also include Cardno’s recommendations for resource evaluations and either project
clearance or additional work needed.
The report will include recommendations for an ongoing Cemetery Management Plan. Below, in the
following section are preliminary recommendations for cemetery management at the present stage of
research. We recommend that the report also be submitted to the City of Tampa, including City Council,
and other state law makers who are currently writing the management of Zion Cemetery into state law.
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A Florida Master Site File (FMSF) Survey Logsheet will be prepared for the project and included as an
appendix in the report. FMSF forms for any archaeological site, or other items identified during the survey
will also be prepared and copies included as report appendices. As a separate deliverable, paper and
electronic copies of the final fillable-PDF forms and supporting maps and photographs will be provided for
submittal to the FMSF.

Cemetery Management Recommendations
The following recommendations are suggestions for the overall management of Zion Cemetery as an
important cultural resource. These items extend beyond the archaeological testing of Zion, and include
buildings demolitions and utility management, existing and newly proposed Florida Law (SB 220), and
submission of the Work Plan to important agencies.

Coordination with Adjacent Landowners
Nearby landowners may choose to hire an archaeological contractor to begin a hunt for graves on land
outside of Robles Park Village. We recommend that THA coordinate with nearby land owners so that any
future Ground Penetrating Radar results or other archaeological findings can be integrated with data from
THA’s archaeological work. This would require standardization of mapping, ideally sharing a common
datum for survey instruments, or collecting data with sub-inch accuracy using NAD83. Surveying a single
cemetery in piecemeal fashion—with separate survey efforts divided by arbitrary parcels—is not an ideal
scenario for cemetery management. However, if advance steps are taken to connect datasets, it may be
possible to stitch together a complete map of Zion Cemetery in the end.

Submission of Work Plan and Future Reports
As stated above, we recommend that this work plan be submitted to Florida DHR (Division of Historical
Resources) for review, in anticipation of forthcoming federal requirements. We also recommend that the
work plan be submitted to the City of Tampa, and State Law makers, who at present are writing Zion
Cemetery into Senate legislation. The committee and THA’s interests in the continued proper management
of this resource must be known by those who wish to treat it with legislation. We also recommend that all
forthcoming archaeological reports be submitted to City and State officials and lawmakers.

Zion Cemetery Committee Advocacy
Senate Bill 220 (SB220) was filed September 4, 2019 by Florida State Senator Janet Cruz. The bill would
set up a Task Force on Abandoned African American Cemeteries. The bill includes Section 2, which deals
exclusively with the management of Zion Cemetery.
We recommend that the Zion archaeological committee endorse an official opinion, offering
recommendations for Zion’s treatment in SB220. This Advisory Committee’s opinion needs to reach
Senator Cruz, Senator Rouson of District 19 (Zion’s district), sponsoring state representatives, and be
available to senate committees in discussion of the Bill.

Building Demolition and Abandonment of Utilities
Building demolition should be carried out following a written plan developed with the demolitions contractor.
The foundations of Robles Park Village buildings consist of linear courses of concrete block extending down
approximately 20 to 35 inches below the ground surface, where they rest on concrete footers. We
recommend foremost that footers be abandoned in place, with their locations precisely recorded during
demo. Above grade demolition (i.e. roofs and walls) should be carried out so that all of the debris can be
pushed to the interior of the structure, onto the foundational slab of reinforced concrete. This is a common
practice in sensitive areas—for instance when a building must be removed from an adjacent structure—but
it will need to be specified to contractors and may carry additional costs.
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Work to clear above grade rubble should be carried out from the roads, driveways and sidewalks bordering
each building. Following above grade clearing, the slab can be broken with a hydraulic machine, and
reinforced steel can be cut to remove the slab in pieces. It is essential that this stage be monitored by a
professional archaeologist. Following removal of slab, the first course of concrete block risers can be
removed, if first broken by hydraulic equipment. This process should also be carefully monitored by an
archaeologist.
Abandoned utilities in the vicinity of the cemetery will need to be cut and capped on either end, which will
require digging down to the depth of the utility line in two places. In place abandonment of utilities should
take into consideration the results of archaeological survey, so that any utilities excavation can take place
in areas where graves are not thought to exist. Excavation to reach utilities should be monitored by a
professional archaeologist.
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4. Procedure for Discovery of Unmarked Human
Burials
The following section outlines the procedures for managing the inadvertent discovery of an unmarked
human burial. The procedure is designed to comply with Chapter 872 Florida Statutes. The following is
intended for discovery that takes place either during monitored slab removal, or archaeological excavation
with hydraulic machinery.

Immediate Response
If the monitor or any Tampa Housing Authority employee or contractor identifies or suspects an unmarked
and/or unregistered grave, funerary objects, or object of cultural patrimony, all ground disturbing,
construction, or other activity around the immediate area of the discovery shall cease.
1. Upon discovery, Cardno, Tampa Housing Authority, and other contractor employees will comply
with applicable laws and regulations including Chapter 872 of the 2017 Florida Statutes, Offenses
Concerning Dead Bodies and Graves.
2. A 25-ft. radius will be implemented around the point of discovery. Steps will be taken to mark the
area of the discovery and stabilize and protect the discovered resource until it can be evaluated
and impacts assessed. Efforts shall be made to protect the discovery from looting and vandalism.
No skeletal remains or materials associated with the remains will be collected or removed until
appropriate consultation has taken place and a plan of action has been developed.
3. The monitor and/or Construction Manager will immediately notify a Tampa Housing Authority
contact via telephone.
4. The monitor will assess the discovery immediately and will ensure that any and all human remains,
sacred objects, and objects of cultural patrimony will be treated with dignity and respect. Remains
will be covered with a tarp or other materials (not soil or rocks) for temporary protection in place
and to shield them from being photographed.
5. If Cardno’s staff bioarchaeologists are unable to determine that the remains are greater than 75
years of age, then the monitor and Tampa Housing Authority will notify law enforcement as
expeditiously as possible, who in turn will notify the District Medical Examiner and the State
Archaeologist.
6. The local law enforcement and/or Medical Examiner will determine jurisdiction. If the remains have
been buried less than 75 years, or are possibly involved in a criminal investigation, the Medical
Examiner has jurisdiction. If the remains have been buried more than 75 years and are not involved
in a criminal investigation, the State Archaeologist has jurisdiction.
a. The coroner, with assistance of law enforcement personnel, will determine if the discovery
is forensic (i.e., it constitutes a crime scene). If the coroner determines the remains are
non‐forensic, they will report that finding to Florida State Archaeologist.
b. If the matter is referred to the Florida SHPO, the State Archaeologist will determine the
treatment, including mitigation and disposition of the unmarked human burial or
unregistered grave. The State Archaeologist will conduct all consultation with affected
parties as to the future preservation, excavation, and disposition of the remains.
7. If the remains are determined to be archaeological (i.e. greater than 75 years old), the monitoring
archaeologist/Cardno’s staff bioarchaeologist will immediately contact the State Archaeologist.
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After consultation with the State Archaeologist, excavation will proceed in order to determine if
there are additional adjacent burials. Upon estimation of the number of human burials present,
Cardno will prepare an appropriate excavation plan in consultation with the State Archaeologist of
Florida and any affected parties.
8. The site will be secured by screened fencing that can be locked. After the area is stabilized and
secured, project work can proceed elsewhere on the project area.

Analysis and Disposition
Under the current scope of work, given that Zion is regarded as an intact historic cemetery, no excavation
of graves is recommended. Exhumation of individual graves at Zion would be counterproductive to the
stated goals of The Housing Authority and the Zion Archaeological Advisory Committee.
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5. Project Schedule
Cardno and FPAN can begin the proposed expanded GPR survey within two weeks of contracting and
notice to proceed from THA. We will need time to mobilize Stream-C survey equipment and personnel.
Field data collection for the expanded GPR survey, as presently proposed, would take an estimated period
of one week to complete. Completion of preliminary data analysis could be completed in two weeks,
following completion of the field survey.
Any of the proposed archaeological work would benefit from review and suggestions from Florida DHR
Compliance and Review. We recommend that their suggestions are considered and incorporated into the
present research design and proposed archaeological testing. A response from DHR is typically rendered
within 30 calendar days after submission.
Proposed archaeological testing could be carried out following a written notice to proceed from THA, after
the full evacuation of all buildings that are currently under a process of resident relocation. Following a
clearance of utilities locate tickets, to be filed with Florida Sunshine 811, hydraulic excavation and test unit
excavation can commence. All heavy equipment work, as proposed, could be carried out in eight field days.
We estimate that with a team of six professional archaeologists, the proposed field testing and field
laboratory work could be carried out in 10 field days. These estimates assume that excavations can be left
open overnight. However, leaving excavations in these sensitive areas may require the posting of a 24-hr.
or nighttime security guard. We estimate that the combined scope of field work, including heavy equipment
work and hand excavation can be carried out in three weeks. A complete draft report will be submitted to
THA within 60 days after the completing of field work.
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